
FORENSIC CHEMISTRY COURSEWORK

An undergraduate degree in forensic science or a natural science is required for work in crime laboratories, with
extensive coursework in mathematics, chemistry .

Students taking chemistry courses often overlap with courses taken by biology students. Why Choose Forensic
Chemistry? This course combines a series of advanced seminars, lectures and laboratories, and individualized
laboratory exercises which focuses on current topics and methods of analyses used in forensic laboratories.
Overview A mysterious white powder, a blood smear, and a moldy ham sandwichâ€”completely unrelated
items to most. Enrollment in the course is limited in number and is therefore determined on a competitive
basis. But they could be meaningful for forensic chemists, who analyze physical evidence and samples for
clues to solve crimes. The coursework will consist of advanced classes in analytical methods, biochemistry,
forensic chemistry, pharmacology, toxicology and a seminar in chemistry. If forensic biology, such as DNA
analysis, is preferred, take microbiology, genetics, and biochemistry courses. The major in forensic chemistry
at Towson University prepares you to fulfill the growing demand for graduates with the knowledge and skills
to provide critical information to the criminal justice community. Experimental investigation of advanced
syntheses of organic and inorganic compounds including their separation and analysis. There are a few private
labs that carry out forensic analyses. Topics such as public speaking on technical and non-technical subjects as
well as courtroom testimony will be covered. Coursework for the major in Forensic Chemistry includes
Forensic Analysis lecture and laboratory, which provides theory and hands-on laboratory experiences for
forensic-related careers. Those interested in the toxicological aspects of this work, such as obtaining and
interpreting toxicology reports, should study physiology, biochemistry, and chemistry. Please see the Graduate
Bulletin for additional information. As a result, they use criminalistics, the qualitative examination of evidence
using microscopy and spot testing, and analytical toxicology that looks for evidence in body fluids through a
range of instrumental techniques from optical methods UV, infrared, and X-ray spectroscopy to separations
analyses gas chromatography, HPLC, and thin-layer chromatography. Students will develop a strong
foundation in science using scientific and laboratory problem solving skills Students will develop an
understanding of the principles of crime scene investigation, evidence collection, preservation and chain of
custody Students will receive hands-on training in laboratory methodologies used in forensic analysis Students
will understand the importance of the interaction between science, law enforcement and the legal profession
Students will develop written and oral communication skills for presentation of analytical findings and
courtroom testimony Students will understand the importance of ethics in forensic science Why Study
Forensic Chemistry at Towson University? The DNA track will focus your studies if you wish to prepare for
work in a forensic laboratory. Original experimental and theoretical research problems. As students progress
through the practicum, they will be tested and certified in stages on their knowledge of the various techniques
and equipment encountered. An undergraduate degree in forensic science or a natural science is required for
work in crime laboratories, with extensive coursework in mathematics, chemistry, and biology. Eyewitness
accounts may not be reliable, but your contribution as a forensic scientist provides unbiased facts to be
submitted for consideration. A minimum of 34 credits 22 of these in letter graded courses from the courses
listed below are necessary for the completion of the M. Those interested in working with trace evidence, such
as glass, hairs, and gunshot residue, should focus on instrumentation skills and take courses in geology, soil
chemistry, and materials science. On an average day, forensic chemists apply knowledge from diverse
disciplines such as chemistry, biology, materials science, and genetics to analyze evidence found at crime
scenes or in the bodies of crime suspects. However, if you have a strong desire to shape the world of justice by
using science to solve crime puzzles, then a career in forensic science could be worth pursuing. It is also
excellent preparation for a graduate program specializing in body fluid and tissue analysis, and human
identification using serology and DNA technology. Chemists can also move up within an organization to a
position as the director of a crime lab supervising other forensic scientists rather than being involved in
day-to-day analysis. Related Programs Biology : Biology is science built on physical principles developed in
chemistry. However, there are different types of careers available, including those in other fields of forensic
science, academia, or administration. Mass spectrometry is also frequently used since it provides the strongest
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evidence in court. Most forensic chemists spend their career working at a federal, state, or county lab
associated with the medical examiner's office. Proposed Two-Year Curriculum: Please note: Graduate course
requirements are currently being revised, but the outline below is the general academic pathway expected of
M. The program also opens doors to careers working in quality assurance and genomics laboratories, industrial
hygiene, environmental science, or to pursue law, medicine, dentistry, pharmacy, or graduate study. Principles
of Biology, Genetics, and Molecular Biology further enrich your scientific knowledge, while Introduction to
Criminology and Criminal Investigations will give you an understanding of what the role of a Forensic
Chemist is. Application to the program must be made six months in advance of the beginning of the proposed
practicum. Continuation of AChm A. Prerequisite: AChm Instrumental Analysis, consent of the instructor.
Prerequisite: AChm A,B. Faculty and field instructor-supervised practicum in a mirrored, professional
laboratory setting where qualified students will have the opportunity to apply forensic chemistry methods,
techniques, and analyses learned in their academic program. Prerequisite s : AChm or consent of the
instructor. A written i.


